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Covid-19 Protection Policy 

Chloe Elizabeth School of Dance 

 
Guidance linked to Covid-19 is changing all the time so the principal will 

revisit this Policy on a regular basis to reflect the most up to date 

guidance from Government, Public Health and the World Health 

Organisation (WHO). 

 

This policy has been created in line with official Government Guidelines and will adhere to 

rules and regulations. We will regularly communicate any changes that are put in place 

with members, participants, volunteers and staff to make sure they’re aware and 

understand them. A Covid-19 risk assessment has also been carried out in line with this 

policy. 

 

We will endeavour to provide our full range of services for our participants. 

However, the number one concern is the health and wellbeing of our staff and 

students and the purpose of this policy is to ensure every child or adult who attends 

the dance school is safe and is protected from harm. 

  

We will: 

 Take appropriate measures to protect everyone at the school 

 Implement any measures and/or actions laid down by the government in relation to 

Covid-19 

 Work to continue to provide our services where possible. 

 

Sections in this document: 

1 One-way system 

2 Social Areas and Spectators 

3 Signage 

4 Sanitisation and Equipment 

5 Ventilation 

6 Social Distancing 

7 PPE 

8 Illness 

9 Test and Trace 

10 Music Volume 

11 Important Document Links 
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1. One Way System 

A one-way system needs to be introduced within the facility to avoid crowding. The 

entrance will be through the main door and the exit will be via the door next to the 

kitchen. 

 

2. Social Areas and Spectators 

No parents or guardians will be allowed to enter the premises due to current guidelines 

and all pupils attending classes will need to be dropped off at the door.  

 

All grown-ups need to wait outside suitably in line with the current advice at the time. 

Students will be brought out to be collected after class. 

 

3. Signage 

There will be noticeable signs that are easy to read and understand and they will be 

displayed in prominent places both inside and outside the premises to promote: - 

 Social distancing 

 Regular hand washing/sanitising.  

 No go areas 

 

4. Sanitisation and Equipment 

 We will provide and promote good personal hygiene and provide sanitisation 

stations in prominent locations.  

 On arrival, attendees will need to sanitise their hands at a sanitisation station. 

Members need to arrive 5- 10 minutes before class to ensure smooth transitions 

into class. 

 Before leaving, attendees will need to sanitise hands again. 

 There will be no shoe box because we cannot share equipment between 

participants. 

 If the ballet barre is used, it will be cleaned before and after each class.  

 Cleaning and maintenance schedules have been amended to respond to any 

known threats. 

 All attendees need to keep what they bring to a minimum - even the size of the 

bag can help 

 Participants must arrive in their uniform ready to dance.  

 Students will need water bottles. The kitchen will be out of use. 

 I will brief all members and staff on what they can and can’t touch 

 There will be a cleaning checklist for staff before entering and leaving the building - 
surfaces, door handles and chairs. 

 The Principal will check with the venue that touched objects and surfaces are 

cleaned and disinfected frequently. 
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5. Ventilation - Windows and doors will be open wherever possible to ensure rooms 

are well ventilated with a flow of fresh air. 

 

6. Social Distancing and Contact 

 Class sizes will be a maximum of 12 pupils with social distancing in place due to the 

size of the hall. 

 Teachers will aim to remain 2m away from students. 

 Staff will not be able to have contact with participants unless first aid is required 

(see section 7) 

 Students to keep their distance from each other because we will not be having 

‘bubble classes’  

 Current guidance says that under 5s don’t need to social distance. 

  There will be floor spots to help with spacing.  

 Teachers will not be able to intervene and take children off parents if they are very 

reluctant to come in.  

 During classes we will limit any activities where pupil to pupil and staff to pupil may 

have to hold hands. 

 In the event of a fire where evacuation is required, we cannot guarantee social 

distancing between participants and teachers for the immediate safety to leave the 

building. Members will then wait at the fire assembly point (park) and C E Dance 

School will follow fire safety procedures with social distancing measures in place. 

 

7. PPE 

Teachers are not required to wear masks and students don’t need to either. The principal 

will only be wearing a mask and gloves if close contact is required for first aid. 

 

8. Illness 

Students should not be present in class with ANY illness- particularly a high temperature 

or a persistent cough or loss of sense of smell or taste. It is members responsibility to 

know the symptoms of Covid-19 and call 111 for more advice if displaying symptoms. 

 

9. Contact Details – Test and Trace 

Members must give up to date contact details to the principal before attending any 

sessions. The principal (Chloe Harcourt) will comply with the data protection act, GDPR 

and dance school data/GDPR policy. If anyone one is tested positive for Covid-19 all 

appropriate members will be contacted immediately. 

 

10. Music Volume 

We will avoid playing music that may encourage shouting including playing music 

at volume that makes normal conversation difficult for the teacher or pupils. 
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Links to Government Guidelines 

Guidance for providers of grassroots sport and gym/leisure facilities please see link 

here: 

 

https://www.gov.uk/guidance/working-safely-during-coronavirus-covid-

19/providers-of-grassroots-sport-and-gym-leisure-facilities 

 

Guidance For the performing arts: 

 

https://www.gov.uk/guidance/working-safely-during-coronavirus-covid-

19/performing-arts 

 

Information is constantly being updated and new guidance issued. Last week the 

British Dance Council published advice on its website – the link to the BDC website 

is; https://www.britishdancecouncil.info/news/ 

 

Educational Settings: 

https://www.gov.uk/coronavirus/education-and-childcare 

 

Advice from the Government can be found at https://www.gov.uk/coronavirus 

The Government’s Road Map for the easing of lockdown restrictions and the 

reopening of business can be found here: 

https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/our-plan-to-rebuild-the-uk-

governments-covid-19-recovery-strategy 

 

Government advice on nonessential travel and social distancing can be found by 

following this link: 

https://www.gov.uk/government/publications/staying-alert-and-safe-social-

distancing 

Please check the NHS website for official advice on reducing the risk of catching 

and spreading the coronavirus. https://www.nhs.uk/conditions/coronavirus-covid-

19/ 
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